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My earliest memory of my dissertation…



Find a research question
Identify your team
Map out important milestones and assign deadlines
Work a little bit every workday
Celebrate the small victories
Things I wish I’d done…

Managing the Dissertation Process



Find a research question
Find an unanswered research question
Find an unanswered and interesting research 
question
Find an unanswered, interesting, and important 
research question
Find an unanswered, interesting, important, 
ground-breaking research question
Find an unanswered, interesting, important, 
ground-breaking research question that will 
result in 20 job market offers and a fast-track to 
tenure

Step 1:  Find a Research Question



How to find a research question?

A better question is…

What are you genuinely interested in studying?  

Step 1:  Find a Research Question



How to find a topic of interest…
- Study the academic literature (you are already doing this…)
- Thinking about economic phenomena that are of natural interest to you 
- Read the work in economics, finance, and accounting about this particular 

phenomena
- Keep track of what has been done…
- And write down what open questions you still have from reading this work.   

Step 1:  Find a Research Question



When you think you may have a research topic…

The Kinney 3 (version 1)
The Kinney 3 (version 2)
The Kinney 3 (version 3)
….
The Kinney 3 (version 457)

“Start early and be willing to let the project evolve.  
Revise, revise, revise.” – Katharine Drake

Step 1:  Find a Research Question



Some additional thoughts on the Kinney 3
A well done Kinney 3 can be the starting point for 
your Introduction.
Some papers are written based on Q3 and skip Q2.
But Q2 is what your contribution will hinge on and 
what 75%-90% of your job market talks will be 
focused on.  
So… what makes a research question important?

- Contribution to literature (informed by your lit review)
- “Decision relevance” – investors, policy makers, managers

And…can you test it?
- “If you can’t get to an implementable research design with 

valid empirical proxies, the coolness of your idea means 
squat.”  - Kevin Markle

Step 1:  Find a Research Question



Step 2:  Identify your Team

Identify a Chair and then your remaining committee 
members.
Communicate with them often, during the dissertation 
process and also during the job market. They should be 
the first and most informed people about your progress. 
“Don’t leave a meeting with your committee wondering 
what to do next.” - Pete Lisowsky



Step 3:  Map out milestones and set deadlines

Once I had a viable research idea, I….

Drafted front end of the paper
- Introduction (from the Kinney 3)
- Prior literature (from your lit review matrix)
- Hypotheses and Research Design (from the Kinney 3)

Wrote out a draft schedule of the timing for my 
paper, with key dates:

- Regular updates to my committee
- Draft completed 
- Proposal/presentation to faculty



Step 3:  Map out milestones and set deadlines



Step 3:  Map out milestones and set deadlines

January 2014



Step 4:  Work on the dissertation every workday

For each day that you work, prioritize your dissertation as the 
#1 thing that you work on that day.  
“Act with urgency always.”  - Kevin Markle
“Block off two hours a day – sometimes it will be pulling teeth to 
get those two hours in, but other days it will easily turn into 10 
hours.” - Lisa De Simone
“There will probably not be an ‘aha’ moment in the process.  You 
just kind of grind through problems from the initial what-why-how, 
to the defense, to the road, and through all of the reviews.  Some 
days I would wake up and think, ‘this is bad,’ but I just tried to 
move it forward a little each day.” – Ryan Wilson
“Rome wasn’t – and good dissertations aren’t – built in a day.  
Just aim to lay at least one good brick each workday.  Notice I 
didn’t say every day, but each work day.  Rest your mind along 
the way.”  - Michael Donohoe



Step 4:  Work on the dissertation every workday

This is what life looked like for awhile…



Step 4:  Work on the dissertation every workday



Step 4:  Work on the dissertation every workday

The Stanford GSB MBA unofficial motto:  Feedback is 
a gift.
Be thoughtful about soliciting feedback.

- “Try to seek extensive feedback from a small number of 
colleagues.  Write a personal email to a few people, and they 
will be more careful and responsive about reading your paper 
and providing comments.  If you have several people in mind, 
request their feedback in waves.  Send to 2 people, get 
comments, revise; send to 2 more people, get comments, 
revise; etc.” – Pete Lisowsky

Incorporate feedback from “the real world”



Step 5:  Celebrate small victories

Sending a full draft of the paper to the faculty 

Proposal presentation



Step 5:  Celebrate small victories

And for the days in between those milestones…



Things I wish I’d done differently

Before the job market:  Produce a draft of my paper 
earlier 

- Additional feedback
- Additional empirical tests

• “Try as many robustness checks or specifications as you can feasibly 
accomplish to know where your results hold and where they do not, and 
why.  Understanding how your data perform will inform you how strongly 
you can draw conclusions in your paper.”  - Pete Lisowsky

- More time to “polish”

After the job market:  incorporate feedback more 
quickly and submit my paper sooner 



Parting words

The dissertation is…
A sole-authored research paper, required to receive a Ph.D.
A paper to present on the job market and a potential future 
publication
An opportunity to become an expert on a topic that you are 
excited about
An opportunity to get a LOT of feedback from faculty at a 
number of schools 



Good luck!
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